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About This Game

Train Station Simulator is a station builder and manager game. Be a creative engineer by planning flooring tiles, building walls
and creating emergency routes.

Caring station design

Lay flooring tiles, build walls, create corridors, place exit doors and emergency routes.

Expand your building to create more room for constructing advanced appliances, facilities, services and a more reliable
train system.

Creative station design creates a better place for your passengers.

Replace old tracks as new and more advanced technologies are invented – all the way to magnetic trains.
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Form mood-enhancing designs: plants, flowers, open spaces and benches.

Latest update is coming this weekend (version - 0.9.2.0 Updated*: 25th/May/2019)

You can find the new feature list in this thread:
https://steamcommunity.com/games/738610/announcements/detail/1607133224291034307

Expanding content with constant updates (version - 0.8.3.0 Updated*:
20/October/2018)

56+ different objects to place

25+ types of trains, locomotives, engines and carriages

25+ different staff members in 5 settable categories and an extra 2 categories of shoe-shiners and shop assistants
(assistants are part of each cafes and restaurants by default)

24+ types of passengers including vandal persons and homeless persons and disabled persons

22 different cars from the 70s and 90s and bicycles

16+ types of shops/restaurants and other facilities to place

9 public transportation vehicles

6 doors

5 types of rails: standard, advanced, electric, magnetic, light hiber

5 flooring

4 platform types

3 walls

*Not all content available in all game modes at once.

Ride the rails

Set up bars and cafés and allow them to grow and bloom into successful businesses.

Deploy bus, taxi and tram networks to grow your local station to a crowded hub central.

The demand for traveling by train is undeniable: open new train routes by selecting combined schedules.

Bring your station to life: place local bus stops near tracks scheduled with local trains.

Keep your station clean of debris, secure all areas by police officers and never ran a train off the track by employing
system engineers.
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Creative game play with enhanced features

Solve real-life station modeling challenges with enhanced passenger ai movements.

Play through 25 different scenarios with different skill levels and timeframe.

Track station progress with a comprehensive statistics menu.

Follow each of your staff members and analyze all passengers’ behavior.

Exciting game achievements, various leaderboards

Steam Trading Card

We plan to add the following features

Weather-related events: rain, snow, windy weather

Disaster modes: train accidents, trees on rails

Thieves, robberies and bomb threat related events

Advanced terminal evacuation

New staff types: swat team, engineers, train cleaner units, track maintenance service

Advanced passenger AI

More transportation connections: underground station, trolleybus terminal, parking lot

New objects: overpass, underpass, moving walkways, advanced vending machines, recreation area, park, playground

New facilities: advanced restaurants, bars and buffets, pet relief area, lost and found, meditation room, nursery

More colorful passenger types: children, elderly, disabled, beggers, hooligans, pickpocket, train graffiti artists, distraught
passengers, smoking violators

Cargo operations

In-game tutorial

Continental train graphics packages

Mod support for all train graphics
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Hire your staff and manage salaries and working shifts:
Keep your station clean of debris, secure all areas by police officers and never ran a train off the track by employing system

engineers. Hire your staff for a more reliable operation. A cleaner station makes passengers happy that increases income.

Deliver more tracks and manage all schedules:
As time flies by your terminal hub starts to expand. Set up restaurants, bars and cafés and allow them to grow and bloom into

successful businesses. Open up new building wings and connect all areas with corridors so passengers can easily access all
spaces.

Select from campaign modes to endless game play
Train Station Simulator will be shipping with over 25 uniquely designed game modes ready to be played not only for days but

weeks and months. The game includes "Campaign", "Ready", "Mission", "Survival" and "Endless" play modes.
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Title: Train Station Simulator
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Appliks Apps Studios
Publisher:
Appliks Apps Studios
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 SP1 (XP not supported anymore)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz | AMD: 3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Any 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: Windows 8 and Windows 8.1 might not fully supported. 16:9, 16:10, 21:9, 16:3 supported (Tested:
1600x900, 1600x1200, 1680x1050, 1920x1080, 1920x1200, 1920x1440, 2048x1536, 2560x1080, 2560x1440, 2560x1600,
3440x1440, 5760x1080)

English,German,Russian,French,Italian,Dutch,Hungarian,Norwegian
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Once again, OOTP is the best sports simulation available. No game even comes close to the level of depth, freedom & strategy
that OOTP delivers year after year.

My wishlist for the next OOTP is the same is it was last year. I\u2019d love the ability to name a team captain, more emphasis
on team chemistry, have promotional & giveaway nights, local & accurate food vendors, additional variables to increase
attendance other than team performance (such as promotional nights, added parking, concerts\/fireworks after the game, etc.)
These are all minor things I\u2019d like added, overall my major complaint is the logic of trades are very hit or miss. The AI
still doesn\u2019t seem to grasp the mentality of adding to a contending team at the trade deadline or proper prospects for star
swaps.

Sometimes the sims can get a tad ridiculous, like a reliever giving up 9 runs in an inning or insanely high scoring ball games. But
hey, anything can happen in baseball. OOTP still consistently nails the statistical projections of players, and makes taking over
any team from any league in the world rewarding. If you love baseball, like really love baseball, this is the franchise
you\u2019ve been dreaming of.. I was a little wary at first because I loved the original Exile games on the Mac and I was afraid
of the changes in this version. Although I do miss the ability to have six party members, I was very pleased to discover that this
is a very accessible and fun RPG that still holds up today. If you enjoy non-linear, massive RPGs (and don't mind a bit of
reading) this game is worth your time.

PROS
+ Exploring the huge world is fun
+ Loads of quests
+ Nice inventory system (with infinite junk storage)
+ Flexible character upgrade system (anyone can do anything)
+ Optional, built-in cheat menu

CONS
- Massive world can be overwhelming (but good journal system helps)
- Some areas can seem ridiculously hard (just come back later)
- Fast travel is realistic but frustrating. There's no multiplayer! How does steam say its multiplayer when I can't even play with
my steam friends?. 40 something hours and I'm still going. With multiple character types, you can play and replay several times
to try new strategies with different compositions. Very FFIV-ish overworld with lots of exploration and nooks and crannies.

The end game is broken by literal P2W ( with in game currency hahahah), since you can Casino exploit gold, and with gold
comes free skill points, items, and all the other things that make the game more simple. It is extremely fun and customizable
though. Overall, as for a 2-D throwback, it hits the mark dead on. Forget the RPGM aspect, the game is quality as all hell. 9/10..
I enjoy most chillout and rhythm games, but this one was not fun to play.

I think it was the utter lack of feedback on the outcomes of any actions taken that really sealed my dislike of the game. I
remember reading that the game was designed to be 'played however you want', but in practice, it's just like a blank piece of
paper that your ink runs straight off.

Would not recommend.. If you playied other Quell games than you know what to exspect.What I didnt exspect is that they made
the puzzles harder and thats a good thing,plenty of content for the price tag.. Please return to the original Dawn of War formula.
That game set a new standard and introduced alot of amazing mechanics to the RTS genre. This game is a hollow shell of the
ingenuity and complexity presented by the original Dawn of War and its expansions. Please reconsider the damage you've done
to one of the only series of Warhammer games worth bating an eye at. Thanks! <3
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Pretty much nice adventure, allthrought I must say I did get nicely surprised monamastery and then disapointed in the end. Its
pretty much impossible to finish it without manual since game itself doesnt help you much and sometimes blocks completely
legit actions- which are required to proceed further anyways in later stages.

6,5/10. Suitable memory game for children of all ages, babies, preschoolers, school children, teenagers and adults with 18 levels.
Ranging from lightweight to large and complex levels. Colorful images, easy to remember. Great game for achievement
hunters.. Just excellent.. works even with my coffee machine!. Possibly the worst hidden object game I have ever played.
Sluggish and tedious. Don't touch it even if it is on sale. Yep, it's a wallpaper generator lacking actual gameplay, but damn, the
visuals are simply mesmerizing.. can't recomend at this point. it's just not yet there.
devs should have waited with EA till it's more polished.
this could become good, but right now it's rather stale and boring after 5 minutes.
but keep an eye on it. this could become something!. So far im loving this game, this the first game i ever bought on steam and
im not regretting my choice one bit, the art is fantastic and the game play engaging, and while the story is not completely
original(nothing is nowadays) its still unique enough to be entertaining.. nice game before it was free. Omegaland is a coin-
collecting platformer reminicent of early 90's cd-rom games. The story is standard save the princess fare with a nice twist mid-
way through the game. Level design is a mixed bag, ranging from downright awful to ingenius. Some require specific character
upgrades to complete, while some are quite trivial. Overall, I had a fun time with it.

+ Story twist is neat and rather well done.
+ There are multiple ways through multiple levels.
+ Does not take itself too seriously.
+ Music and sound design is great.

- No controller support. Keyboard control scheme that is absolutely brutal for left handers. I had to use my right hand for
WASD and crossed my left hand over my right to hit ENTER for jump.
- Some levels require specific upgrades to beat, which for story reasons you might not even know is available to you.
- Considering how powerful you are by endgame, the final level is a bit underwhelming.. I may be 'too angry to space'...but I'm
also too overjoyed at the enjoyment I'm having with this game to give it a less-than-stellar review! One of my favorite
platformers already...even after a bit over an hour of playtime. The trailer alludes to the fun you can have, and even where it
mentions how you can use one hand to play, and one to enjoy a beverage of choice...lol. So far I think it good advice to shoot
first when coming into a level or a new entrance to a different part of a level...it sure can't hurt...and it's proven in a short time
that it's a lot of fun to play...even if there's a rage-quit or two...and already I can tell that there's replay value as well. There is the
homage to games of old...both with graphics/gameplay and some difficulty-spikes here and there, but I'm sure enjoying this
game in the here and now. Very happy with the decision to buy this game!! Easily recommend, especially if the trailer looks
good to you.
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